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SUMMARY

• Developed an exploratory model of two
users extracting a forest for firewood

• Special emphasis is put on non-compliance
as a result of dissatisfaction with gover-
nance rules.

• Results show that non-compliance can lead
to unstable behavior further amplified by
perception delays, efficiency drops or de-
mand increase.

• Governance rules for the commons = fertile
ground for study using system dynamics.

BACKGROUND

There are system dynamics models describing the
tragedy of open access. But, none of them include
an endogenous governance structure for the com-
mons, even though this is most representative of
real-world common pool resources. Governance
rules are important for mediating the effect of
population pressure and market mechanisms on
the sustainability of the commons.

Research question
What dynamic implications arise from an ex-
ploratory model of commons governance?

MODEL STRUCTURE
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(Perception delay) for the user to measure the firewood and update their perception. Similarly, 

there is a difference (Firewood gap) between how much firewood the user perceives to have 

(Perceived firewood) and the amount of firewood the user would like to have (Desired 

firewood).  

 

The user’s rule of thumb for how much firewood they would like to have (Desired firewood) 

depends on the amount of firewood the user expects to use (Expected use demand), which 

undergoes expectation formation time (Expectation delay), and the number of months of 

expected use demand the user would like to cover in inventory (Desired inventory coverage). 

Given a gap in inventory, the user decides upon the number of acres they would like to deforest 

(Desired Quota) assuming perfect knowledge of the productivity of each acre (Average forest 

efficiency).  

 
Figure 1. Single-user model 

Group decision-making 

So far, the narrative has described the single-user model (see figure 1). The second user is 

assumed to have an identical decision-making structure (see figure 2), yielding a desired quota 

(Desired quota 2). In a two-user version of the model the two preferences (Desired quota and 

Desired quota 2) come together (see figure 3) to decide upon a fair division of the total quota 

allowed by the authority (Total quota allowed). The authority decides upon the total quota 

allowed based on the growth rate (Growth) of the forest, so that the amount of acres allowed 

to be deforested (Total quota allowed) equals the amount of acres of new forest that is expected 

to grow (Expected growth) in the coming month, accounting for an expectation formation 

process (Expected growth delay). Thus, the authority has the goal of maintaining the forest just 

as it is, which would be the perfect policy if the forest is growing at the rate of maximum 

sustainable yield, i.e. the forest is 50% of its max size (% of max forest size).  
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Figure 1: Single user model
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Figure 2. Individual decision-making structure for second user 

Each user is allocated a fraction of the total quota allowed (Frac quota available to 1 and Frac 

quota available to 2), depending on their preferences (Desired quota and Desired quota 2). 

The user with a larger desired quota is allocated a larger fraction of the total quota and vice 

versa, yielding an effective quota (Effective quota and Effective quota 2) that each user is 

allowed to log (Logging).  

 

 
Figure 3. Group decision-making structure 

Individual decision-making (continued) 

However, the users are not always satisfied with their allocation because there may be a 

difference between what they are allowed and what they desire (Quota gap and Quota gap 2), 

allowing for time (Perception delay) for them to perceive this difference (Perceived quota gap 

and Perceived quota gap 2). This dissatisfaction motivates them to log illegally (Illegal logging 

and Illegal logging 2). So that the probability that they log illegally (Probability of cheating 
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Figure 2: Group decision-making structure

MODEL BEHAVIOR
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and Probability of cheating 2) increases with their dissatisfaction (Perceived quota gap and 

Perceived quota gap 2) compared to a baseline tolerance level (Reference quota gap). Hence, 

illegal logging goes on to comprise logging of the forest (Logging) in addition to the effective 

quotas. 

 

Model calibration 

Given that the model is exploratory with a level of evidence C, as defined by Homer (2014), 

and that its aim is to be used as a virtual conceptual laboratory, as defined by De Gooyert 

(2019), the model was calibrated at a dynamic equilibrium state where the forest is 50% of its 

maximum size and its growth rate is at its highest value, accommodating a maximum value for 

the total quota allowed. 

 

RESULTS 

 
Model behavior 

The model is first calibrated to run in equilibrium (Month 1 through 10), which runs along the 

maximum sustainable yield of the resource. Then, at month 10, there is a step up in user 

demand, to which the model responds with dampening oscillations (see figure 4). The reason 

for this behavior of dampening oscillations is that because of the perception delays involved, 

it takes a while before the users settle on a permanent change of quota allocation. Thus, their 

inventory first decreases as a result of the step up in demand, then it overshoots and continues 

oscillating until it reaches an equilibrium. Hence, the technical explanation for the behavior are 

the balancing loops and delays in the system. A couple of important balancing loops stand out. 

First, the authority aims to keep the resource at the same level. Next, both users aim to regulate 

their inventory through updating desired quota. Last, users regulate gaps in their individual 

quotas through illegal logging  

 
Figure 4 and 5. Oscillations as the result of a step-up in demand and increased perception delay 
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Figure 3: Oscillations as a result of a step-up in demand and increased perception delay
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Needless to say, because of illegal logging, any step up on demand results in a decline of the 

resource over time. And so, the oscillations are amplified if the perception delay is increased 

along with the step-up in demand (see figure 5). Other levers for this behavior can be a sudden 

drop in Average forest efficiency or a larger step up in demand or inventory coverage. 

Technically, these amplifying oscillations are the result of a reinforcing loop that arises when 

forest logging goes over the maximum sustainable yield. In that case illegal logging effectively 

decreases the total allowed quota, which goes on to motivate even more illegal activities since 

users are not able to satisfy their demands (see figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 6. The reinforcing loop responsible for amplifying oscillations 

 
Sensitivity analysis 

A sensitivity analysis was done with a dynamic equilibrium as a baseline run. Out of all 

exogenous variables, the following proved sensitive: Desired inventory coverage and Use 

demand. 

 

The sensitivity of these values is powered by the balancing loops in the model. Namely, 

dampening or sustained oscillations appear whenever the values are changed to differ from the 

equilibrium values. The oscillations have a higher amplitude and longer period when the value 

is further away from the equilibrium value.  

 
 

4. DISCUSSION 

 
Model validation 

First, the forest is modeled according to principles of logistic growth and is in line with 

ecological models of scientific forestry. Additionally, the total quota allowed equals the 

Figure 4: The reinforcing loop

• Illegal log is a way of coping to demand
• Results in oscillatory model behavior
• Amplified oscillations when coupled with a

perception delay or bigger proportions
• Dissatisfaction grows when forest is below

maximum sustainable yield
• Leads to more illegal logging and effectively

reduces the forest growth rate
• Decreases the quota even further ultimately

leading to even more dissatisfaction.

CONCLUSION

• The model includes a general top-down pol-
icy, individual preference formation, group
rule-making and rule non-compliance.

• Answer to research question
Illegal logging, as a way of breaking gov-
ernance rules, yields highly unstable behav-
ior. This is amplified by the presence of per-
ception delays or dissatisfaction with gover-
nance rules.

• System dynamics is a good tool for studying
commons governance.

• Future work
To include monitoring and sanctioning
mechanisms as well as increase model qual-
ity through the use of empirical data
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